Vacation Destinations: Forget
Land & Say ‘Hello’ to Water
By Bonnie Griffin
Looking for your next exciting vacation destination? Consider
leaving land behind and taking to the water on a cruise. One
of the best things about a cruise is that you often don’t have
to decide on just one location. Many boats travel to numerous
locations and they include drinks, food, and entertainment for
your pleasure all on board.

Not sure where your next vacation
destination should be? Perhaps it’s
time to consider a cruise.
Cruises offer many options and the best part is that many of
them operate year-round. After all, it’s still hot in the
Bahamas in December. Cupid’s has some inspiration for your
next cruise:
1. Fun for any sized group: Whether you’re traveling with a
group of friends and family or taking a solo vacation, a
cruise has plenty of fun options for everyone. Many cruises
have games and entertainment, such as shows, right on board.
You will find family-friendly entertainment in addition to
adults-only, like casinos and comedy nights. All of this can
be found on the ship before the myriad of adventures begin at
each port!
Related Link: Travel Tips: Visit the Grand Canyon
2. So many options: You might find yourself thinking you don’t

want to just visit an island in the Bahamas. That’s not a
problem. Cruises travel all around the world to places like
Alaska, Switzerland, the Caribbean, and the Netherlands. Some
cruises even visit more than one of these great locations all
on one vacation, so your options are nearly limitless.
Related Link: Travel Tips: Pocket Friendly U.S. Travel
Destinations
3. Your vacation, your choice: Whether your vacation is for
three days or two weeks, cruises have options that will fit
within your timeline and budget. You have less than a full
week’s vacation time at work, no problem. Take a three-day
cruise to the Bahamas. Planning to take off work for two
weeks? Great! You can travel to Alaska or Greece. Cruises
offer vacations to fit many different time constraints and
budgets, so you are bound to find a trip that works for you.
What cruises interest you for your vacation this year? Let us
know your thoughts in the comments below!

